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Experience

Profile

EDUCATION

ResearchGate - Berlin, Germany

Senior Product Designer,  Oct 2021 - Present

California College of the Arts - San Francisco, USA

Masters in Interaction Design,  Aug 2018

Intuit - Mountain View, USA

Senior Product Designer (QuickBooks Online),  Jan 2019 - Sep 2021

Lazaro Advertising - Bangalore, India

Senior Graphic Designer,  May 2010 - Dec 2016

 Lead user research across two diverse customer segments to identify user needs, resulting in a 

scalable B2C2B product line that increased revenue by €1.5millio

 Designed a high-quality admin enterprise platform to reduce customer onboarding time by 48 hours

 Improved the usability of a reporting dashboard for customers that increased engagement by 30%

 Improved the user experience of reporting tools for a fin-tech SaaS product through rapid prototyping 

and iterative design optimisations in 3 quarter

 Contributed to product strategy and growth through collaborative workshops and design sprints 

resulting in highly communicative vision documents that informed the yearly roadma

 Collaborated with Product Managers and Marketing teams, shipping innovative UI/UX improvements 

to 75K+ QuickBooks Advanced users in the United States 

 Designed multi-channel (traditional and web) marketing campaigns for 6 real-estate client

 Lead visual designer on print and web based marketing collateral and brand identitie

 Mentored junior designers to grow and scale the team to handle more projects

Skills Hard Skills Soft Skills
User Research


User prototype testing


User flows


Information Architecture


A/B Testing


Visual Design (UI)


Brand design


Design systems


Storytelling, Presentation

Creating User empathy


Design communication


Team collaboration


Stakeholder management


Workshop facilitation

Tools
Figma


Sketch


Jira


Notion


Adobe Illustrator


Adobe Photoshop


Adobe Indesign

Multidisciplinary people-focused designer skilled in visual and interaction design. Experienced in 

crafting high-quality solutions that solve complex user problems. Ability to incorporate a deep 

sense of user empathy through storytelling into a fast-paced product development process.


